122	HEUG10US CONDITION
Sam£j, stewing   the nature of  Sivanirfyan's claims
needs no comment:—
THE DEV GURU'S ESPECIAL MANIFESTATION, AND
HIS POSITION, MISSION, AND WORK."
t." The Law under which the Great^Unfolder of universe is working,
ensuing thereby the ever-c,ontinuous development, progress and refine-
ment of the various spheres of Creation, is called the Law of Evolution.
a. Under the operation of the Law of Evolution, in the course of
Time, just as the material and inorganized things have gradually changed
towards perfection ; In tfte same manner, in the "life" manifestation, the
Organised Vegetable kingdom, the Animal Kingdom, »nd above all
Man have all undergone a marvellous change, improvement, refinement
and development
 3.	As on this Earth the Physical Organism as a whole his attained
perfection in the Physical Organism of Man, so has the'Spiritual Organ-
ism readied perfection in the manifestation of dev at in the person
of Dtv guru.
 4.	Previous to the Manifestation of Dev Guru, sncn spatial persons
have, from time to time, appeared as have, according to the requirements
of their own age," by their extraordinary mental and moral Powers,
struggltd and attained sticcts* to a great extent, in leading Humanity to
a tetter condition y<t*on*of thtm haw proclaimed tk* gbd Tidings
of creating in Man Ekta (Union) with the creator and His various kinds
of creation j for/the Nature of Dnat, required to fulBI the Gospel of
ekta, did not and, in conformity with the taw of Evolution, could not
be manifested in any person before this and which has now in the full-
ness of time been manifested in the person of dev guru,
5.	Previous to the manifestation of DtVAT in dev guru, no doubt,
he various" spheres of Creation viz., the Material, the Vegetable, the
Animal and Man's kingdoms, as also the Supermundane worlds, and
above all the Infinite Creator Himself did exist but none of the huma-
nity possessed that high life and capacity which is necessary lor duly
realizing and practically estabfthing those heavenly and most noble
blessed and beneficent relation* which should bind one with the other*
Thus the world was destitute of the proper recognition/of ekta, its

